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1 LONG, LONG AGO…
… it was when we were
in the 6th class….
Welcome back to school!
Hello again!
How are you?

1 Brainstorm. Summer…
		 a) In 5 minutes, write down any words
		(nouns, verbs, adjectives, expressions… anything!)
that come to your mind about this summer.
		 b) In pairs, circle all the words you have in common.
		 c) Now call out your circled words.
2 Make a record of your summer holiday. Then talk to your parter.
3 Prediction. A song
		 These words are taken from the song you are going to hear.
tales
never

songs
smile

forget
charm

so long
heart

remember
promise

place
waiting

		What do you think the song is about? In groups of three, try to predict it. Then compare your
ideas with the other groups.
4 Now listen to the song ‘Long, Long Ago’.

IT

		 Did you know it in Hungarian?
5 Listen to the song again and underline the words you can hear.
		
6 Check the words on page 106.

IT
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2 WHO’S THAT GIRL?
1 In an international summer camp

FO

– greeting people
– useful expressions
– countries and nationalities, jobs
– the verb ‘be’ (present)
– my, your, his, her…

		 A: Who’s that girl?			
boy
		 B: I think she’s Hungarian.
he’s German
		 A: What’s her name?		
his
		 B: I don’t know. Why?
		 A: She’s cool!			
He’s
		 A-B: Hello.
		 C-D: Hi.
		 A: Um… My name’s Adam and this is my friend, Ben.
		 C: I’m Chris and this is Doris. Nice to meet you.
		 A: Nice to meet you.
		 B: Are you from Hungary?
		 D: No, we aren’t. We’re from South Africa.
Where are you from?
		 B: I’m from Wales and he’s from Scotland.
		 E: Ahoi! Jak se maš?
		 C: Sorry, I don’t understand. Do you speak English?
		 E: Eer… Yes, a little.
		 C: What does ‘jak se maš’ mean?
		 E: It means ‘how are you’.
		 C: Oh. I’m fine, thanks. Bye!
		 D: Excuse me.
		 F: Yes?
		 D: Where’s the toilet, please?
		 F: It’s over there.
		 D: Thank you.
Act out the dialogues changing the labelled words.
2 At a party
		 In groups of 4/5, write a name, a country and a job on small pieces of paper.
		 Put the pieces of paper in three groups (names, countries, jobs).
		 Choose one piece of paper from each group.
		 Go around and talk to other people.

Winnetou Doctor

		 A: Hello, my name is Yoshi Guru.
		 B: Hello, Yoshi. I’m Winnetou. I’m a doctor from Turkey. Where are you from?
		 Tell the class about the people in your group.

Turkey

		 E.g. She’s Jennifer Spears. She’s a bricklayer from Finland.

IT

Useful sentences
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3 BORN IN THE USA

FO

– numbers, dates, spelling
– the verb ‘be’ (past)
– important questions
– me, you, him…

1 Eyewitnesses

		These four people saw a car accident yesterday. Gary, the young policeman is putting down
their personal data. Listen and fill in the table.
1

3

2

4

2	Listen to the first part again and write
down the questions.
3	In small groups, ask and answer the
questions.

IT

4	What do you think? What are their names?
When and where were they born?
Where do they live?
Ask and answer.
1

2

Yozo and Pozo

4

April and Frank

Gary and the Boss

5

Rosanna and Dom

8

3

Bori and Matyi

GCP 2
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4 WE ARE ALL MADE OF STARS

–
–
–
–

FO

describing people
pieces of clothes
have got / has got
Pres. Simple and Pres. Cont.

1 Look at this.
short dark hair

long fair hair
blue eyes
sunglasses
a big mouth
big ears
a tattoo

a scar
a moustache
a beard

a small nose
an earring

2 Information gap: Two faces

IT
3 Match the pictures and the words.

IT
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1

7

6

4
2

12

13

15

14
8

9
10

11

	    a)
 jeans, b) a leather jacket, c) boots, d) a T-shirt, e) a mini skirt, f) striped socks,
g) a checked shirt, h) a baseball cap, i) tights, j) a polka-dot pullover,
k) a hat, l) a tie, m) high-heeled shoes, n) a hoodie top, o) a long dress
4 Your pop group
		 – Draw their hair and faces.
		 – Draw their clothes.
		 – Colour the picture.
		 – Name your pop group and the members.
		 – (One of them is you!)
5 Introduce your group to a reporter.

The group is called The Gnus. My name is Peppy Moon. I play the keyboards.
		 This is Matt, he sings. And this is…
6 Now describe the members.

		 Look. I’ve got long red hair and a moustache. I’m playing the keyboards. I’m wearing…
		 Matt has got short black hair and a tattoo on his arm. He’s singing. He’s wearing…
7 Talk about your daily routine.

GCP 3
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5 DINNER IN A FANCY RESTAURANT

FO

– food and drink
– ordering meals
– I’d like…

1 Brainstorm

		 Shut your book. Write as many kinds of food or drink as you can in 2 minutes.
2 Listen and point.

IT
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20

25

16
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3 Listen again and complete the menu.

IT

4 Eating out. Read the descriptions and guess the places
1 You can get fish and chips here, and eat them out of a paper bag.
These shops also sell sausages, chicken or meat pies.
2 They are small restaurants where you can get cheap meals
and also cakes, sandwiches, coffee and tea.
3 People come here to drink alcoholic and other drinks and
to meet their friends. These places often serve food as well.
4 They are very popular in the USA, but you can find some in
Hungary, too. You just drive in, order your food (usually ham
burgers), and eat it in your car.
5 In a restaurant like this you take a tray, a knife, a fork and a
spoon, then choose your meal from the counter. You pay for
it at the cash desk.
5 Act out a restaurant dialogue.
		 Waiter:
		Customer:
		 Waiter:
		Customer:
		 Waiter:
		Customer:

Good evening, Sir / Madam.
Good evening. I’d like … and …, please.
…, yes.
And then, I’d like … and …, please.
…, yes. And to drink, Sir / Madam?
A …, please.

6 How to make a cup of tea?
GCP 4
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– there is / there are
– there was / there were
– c ountable and uncountable
nouns
– prices
– would / wouldn’t

1 A Wild West Store. What items are there? Say sentences.

		 There’s a…

There’s some…

FO

There are some…

IT
2 Information gap. How much are these things?
		 A: Write the prices of the items on the left side.
		 Ask and answer, then write in the missing prices.

B: Write the prices on the right side.
Yes,
there was.

A: How much is the doll?
		 B: It’s 5 dollars. How much are the cups?
		 A: They are 2 dollars.

Was there
a camera?

3 Memory game
		Look at the picture for 30 seconds.
Then shut your book. Test your partner.

Were there
any pencils?

4 There are some mistakes in the picture above. Can you find them?

No, there weren’t.
Was there any oil?

In 1863, there weren’t any…
– Can I have
a pot, please?

5 Imagine you have got $100. What would you buy?

A: I would buy a doll for 5 dollars. What about you?
		 B: I wouldn’t buy a doll. I would buy a cup for 2 dollars.
6 Role-play. Do your shopping at the store.
7 What kind of shops do you know? What can you buy in them?
GCP 5
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7 OOPS, I DID IT…
1 A murder

FO

– rooms and things in a room
– prepositions of place and time
– past tense of common verbs
– can / could

		Somebody murdered Mr Devill in his house. Look at the plan of the house in your workbook.
Label the rooms.
2 In the living room

IT

		The cleaner found him in the living room.
Read the description and complete the picture.
Read the…
		In the living room you can see a fireplace.
On the mantelpiece there are two candles.
Between them there is a mug. Above the
fireplace there is a large mirror. On the left,
there is
a sofa. In front of it there is a
small round table. On the table there is a
newspaper and an
ashtray. Under the table there is a mobile
phone. On the right,
there is an armchair with a
cushion in it. Next to the armchair
there is a pair of gloves on the floor. There
are two paintings on the wall, one is
above the armchair and one is above the
sofa. In the middle of the room there is a
carpet. Mr Devill’s body was on the carpet.
3 Three suspects
		
Listen to the interrogation. Who said these?
1
2
3
4
5
6

I arrived at Mrs Devill’s house at about 9. I got a letter for him.
I was cleaning the bathroom at that time.
The postman came at about 9. I saw him through the window.
I was in my bedroom. I was asleep. I woke up at about 10 o’clock.
When he looked at the letter, he got frightened.
I had breakfast in bed… I got dressed… I left home at quarter past 11.

4 Who did it?
		 Listen again then tell your opinion
		 to the others.
		 I think … did it, because…

IT
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5 Play ‘Three-in-a-row’ with verb past tense forms.
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4 We are all mad

6 Money

GRAMMAR CHECKPOINTS
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

at girl

7 Oops, I did it...

the verb ‘to be’ – present and past (am, are, is, was, were)
possessive adjectives (my, your, his, her…)
object form of the personal pronouns (me, you, him, her…)
have got/has got
Present Simple
Present Continuous
there is/there are/there was/there were
can/could
countable and uncountable nouns
would/wouldn’t
prepositions of place and time
past tense of common verbs
MY ENGLISH BOOK 7
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QUIZ (REVISION)
1 Say three adjectives about summer.
2 What does ‘Jak se maš?’ mean?
3 What is ‘hello’ in Czech?
4 Where are Yozo and Pozo from?
5 Who is Prince Frank’s wife?
6 Say when and where you were born.
7 Name three pieces of clothing that you are wearing.
8 What do you call the hair that grows on a man’s face?
9 Name four vegetables.
10 Say how to make a cup of tea.
11 Where can you eat out? Name three places.
12 Ask for a starter, a main course, a dessert and a drink.
13 What could you buy at the Wild West Store? Say five
things.
14 Name five kinds of shops.
15 Say four things that didn’t exist in the 19th century.
16 What can you get at the chemist’s? Name five things.
17 What rooms are there in your house/flat?
18 Describe Mr Devill’s living room.
19 Who was Mr Letter and who was Mrs Broom?
20 What did you do yesterday? Say four sentences.

IT
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Test yourself (Revision)
Games: Hangman (Countries; Pieces of clothing; Verbs)
Memory
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IT’S RAINING, MEN

PART 1

THE FOUR SEASONS

RIGHT NOW

WHAT SHALL WE DO…?

IT’S GONNA BE A BRIGHT SUNSHINY DAY

SUNNY
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1 SUNNY

FO

– weather
– points of the compass
– Present Cont. (revision)
– Pronunciation: (p) and (q)

1 Do you remember?

A: What’s it like?
		 B: It’s small and yellow. What’s she like?
		 C: She’s thin and pretty. What am I like?
2 Vocabulary
		

hot
warm
cold
wet

sunny
cloudy
windy
foggy

rain
snow
weather
temperature

a)

3 Listen and match.

IT
b)

e)

c)

d)

f)

g)

i)
h)

4 Talk about today’s weather.

		 A: What’s the weather like today?
		 B: It’s cloudy but it isn’t raining. It isn’t windy. What about the temperature?
		 A: It’s about 21 °C (degrees Celsius).
5 Grammar

It’s foggy!

+++
It’s snowing.
It’s wet.

–––
It isn’t snowing.
It isn’t wet.

???
Is it snowing? (Yes, it is. /
Is it wet?
No, it isn’t.)

6 Mime and guess.

16
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7 Do you remember?
		 Imagine you are a radio announcer. Give information on today’s date and weather.

E.g. Good morning. Today it’s Monday, October 19th. Now the weather is cold, it’s raining
and it’s windy. It’s about 12 °C.
8 Vocabulary
east
west
north
south

patchy
mist
mainly
humid

shower
develop, -ed
thunderstorm
area

most of
far
remain, -ed
a few

slow, slowly

9 Complete the compass.

N

SW

OVER

S

ACROSS

SE

W

10 Look.

NE

E

NW

IT

THROUGH

What do these prepositions mean?
What is the difference between them?
18

11 UK Weather on the Internet
18

United Kingdom Outlook
		 Sunday day
		 Patchy mist/fog in the east clearing, then mainly dry,
		 sunny, hot and humid. Showers developing across
		 south-west England moving slowly north-east into
		 Central southern England and Wales later.
		 Sunday night
		Rain or thunderstorms moving slowly north-east into central
areas, with most of Scotland and the far east of England
remaining dry. Turning drier across the south-west, with just
a few showers and some patchy cloud.

IT

21

23
24
25

25

28

19

25

28

19

28
25

BBC Weather Centre

12 Speaker’s Corner: th as in thanks /p/ and th as in that /q/
		 /p/ /p/ /p/ thunder, through, north, south // Thirty-three thin thieves think of thunder.
		 /q) /q/ /q/ weather, with, southern, northern // That’s their brother with their father.
13 Dictopuzzle

IT
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2 THE FOUR SEASONS

FO

– decribing seasons
– fruits, vegetables, crops
– giving reasons
– interesting weather facts

1 Do you remember?

		 Copy the table in your copybook. Listen and write the items of clothing in the right places.
		 Then talk to your partner. E.g. When it is hot, I wear…
HOT

WARM

COLD

WET

2 Vocabulary
spring
summer
autumn
winter
melt, -ed

come to life
grow, grew
leaf, leaves
bloom, -ed
swallow

stork
ripen, -ed
lightning
harvest, -ed
fall, fell

frosty
pale		
slippery
blizzard
season

3 Close your eyes, relax and listen. Then read.

IT

		 In spring the snow melts and everything comes to life.
		 The trees begin to grow leaves and the flowers begin to bloom.
		 The swallows and the storks come back from the warm countries.
		 In summer the sun is high in the blue sky and it is hot.
		 All the flowers are in bloom and lots of fruit ripen.
		 Occasionally there are showers with thunder and lightning.
		 At the beginning of autumn the weather is still warm.
		 We harvest most of the fruit and vegetables.
		Then the leaves turn yellow, red and brown and they fall from
the trees. It is often cloudy, foggy and wet. Sometimes there are
strong winds.
		 In winter it is cold and frosty. The sun is pale and gives no warmth.
		 It often snows and the roads become slippery.
		 There can be blizzards and stormy winds.

4 What can you do in spring / summer / autumn / winter? Make a list.
5 Which season do you like / don’t you like? Give a reason.

a) A: Which season do you like best?
B: Summer.
		 A: Why?
			 B: Because there’s no school and I can go swimming in Lake Balaton. What about you?
		 b) A: Which season don’t you like?
B: I don’t like autumn because it’s the rainiest season. I hate it when it’s cloudy and wet.
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6 Do you remember?
		 Write a sentence about each season beginning: I like / I don’t like … because…
		 Don’t say the season! Read out your sentences for the others to guess the season.
7 Vocabulary
strawberry
raspberry
cherry
sour cherry

currant
nut
almond
freeze, froze

crop
tie, -d up
county
during

8 Dialogue. Yozo and Pozo on a farm
		 Y: Where are you going?
		 P: To the garden.
		 Y: Why are you going to the garden?
		 P: I want to pick some strawberries.
		 Y: But you can’t now!
		 P: W
 hy not? It’s the best time.
			 The farmer’s dog is tied up.
		 Y: Don’t be silly. It’s winter. It’s freezing!
		 P: OK, OK, I have to put on my coat and my cap…
		 Y: Oh no!
		 Act it out. You can charge the words in bold.
9 Brainstorm.
		 What plants (fruits, vegetables, crops) are there in spring / summer / autumn? Make a list.
10 It’s interesting!
		 In Hungary, the hottest day was in Békéscsaba, on 21st June 2000 when it was 41.7 °C.
		 The coldest day was 12th January 2003. In Zabar (Nógrád county) it was –31 °C!
		The wettest day was 9th June 1953. In Dad (Komárom-Esztergom county) 260 mm of rain
fell during the day. Another record is 23th August 1988 when 120 mm of rain fell in just 70
minutes on Heves.
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11 A quiz. Do you know which is the hottest / coldest / wettest / driest place of the world?
		 The hottest place is in…
		 The coldest place is in…
		 The wettest place is in…
		 The driest place is in…

A: Egypt
A: Antarctica
A: England
A: Mongolia

B: Saudi Arabia
B: Greenland
B: Bangladesh
B: Sudan

C: Ethiopia
C: Canada
C: Brasil
C: Chile

D: Australia
D: Iceland
D: India
D: Spain

SCRAPBOOK Write about your favourite season.
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3 IT’S GONNA BE A BRIGHT…

FO

– going to (future)
– the pronunciation of /n/
and going to

1 Do you remember?
		 A: Which season do you like best?
		 B: Winter, because I love skiing. Which season do you like the least?
		 C: Autumn, because school starts in September. Which season…?
2 Vocabulary
chief
remote
reservation
mild
society

predict, -ed
to be on the safe side
tribe
prepare, -d (for)
practical

leader
several
indeed
scrap (of wood)
crazy

3 Story. The New Chief
		 It was autumn, and the Indians on the remote reservation asked their new Chief,
		 ‘Is the winter going to be cold or mild?’
		Since he was a new Indian Chief in a modern society, he didn’t know the old secrets, and
when he looked at the sky, he couldn’t predict the weather. But, to be on the safe side, he
replied to his tribe,
		 ‘The winter is going to be cold. Let’s prepare for that and collect wood.’
		But also being a practical leader, after several days he got an idea. He went to the phone box,
called the National Weather Service and asked,
		 ‘Is the coming winter going to be cold?’
		‘It looks like this winter is going to be quite cold indeed,’ the meteorologist at the weather
service replied.
		 The Chief thought, ‘I’m going to tell my people to collect even more wood.’
		 A week later he called the National Weather Service again.
		 ‘Is it going to be a very cold winter?’
		 ‘Yes,’ the man again replied, ‘it’s going to be a very cold winter.’
		 The Chief again went back to his people and said to them,
		‘We are going to collect every scrap of wood we can find. It’s going to be a very cold winter.’
Two weeks later he called the National Weather Service again.
		 ‘Are you absolutely sure that the winter is going to be very cold?’
		 ‘Absolutely,’ the man replied. ‘It’s going to be one of the coldest winters ever.’
		 ‘How can you be so sure?’ the Chief asked.
		 The weatherman replied,
		 ‘The Indians are collecting wood like crazy!’
		 Act it out.
4 Grammar: be going to
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